INTRODUCTION
============

The genetic distance between the two parents of an individual, or mating distance *D*, influences the individual's fitness via two competing mechanisms. On the one hand, increasing *D* is beneficial because of the phenomenon of heterosis, which is also known as hybrid vigor ([@R1]--[@R4]). On the other hand, too large of a *D* is harmful owing to genetic incompatibility ([@R5]--[@R7]). It is thus believed that the fitness (or its proxy) of a genotype is a hump-shaped function of *D*, culminating at an intermediate value referred to as the optimal mating distance (OMD) ([@R8]). Numerous studies have attempted to verify this belief ([@R9]--[@R16]), but all failed except two. In the first exception ([@R15]), however, *D* was approximated by geographic distance ([@R11]), and genetic incompatibility was detected under low but not high *D* ([@R15]), rendering the conclusion uncertain. In the second exception, *D* was estimated using the electrophoretic data of only eight allozyme loci; the low resolution prevented an unequivocal assessment of the OMD relative to the level of intraspecific genetic diversity ([@R12]). The difficulties in confirming the predicted humped relationship were probably contributed by the lack of reliable *D* estimates. Furthermore, given *D*, the fitness of a hybrid varies greatly depending on its genotype. Hence, a large number of crosses are required to accurately estimate the expected hybrid fitness at each *D*. Given these considerations, we collected from the literature large sets of relevant genotype and phenotype data in an attempt to test the hypothesized relationship between *D* and hybrid fitness and to estimate the OMD.

RESULTS
=======

Theoretical prediction of hybrid performance as a function of mating distance
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fitness is a compound trait consisting of multiple components. Most studies measure one to several key components of fitness such as the maximum growth rate of microbes, shoot weight of plants, and body weight of animals. The phenotypic value of a fitness-related trait is commonly referred to as "performance." To allow among-cross comparisons, for a given trait, we examined the fractional increase in hybrid performance relative to the average performance of its homozygous parents by $\mathit{F} = \left( \mathit{H} - \frac{\mathit{P}_{1} + \mathit{P}_{2}}{2} \right)/\left( \frac{\mathit{P}_{1} + \mathit{P}_{2}}{2} \right)$, where *H* is the performance of the hybrid and *P*~1~ and *P*~2~ are the performances of the two parents. When *D* = 0, the hybrid and the two homozygous parents are genetically identical to one another; thus, *F* is expected to be 0. Under pure genetic additivity, *H* is expected to equal the average of *P*~1~ and *P*~2~, resulting in *F* = 0 regardless of *D*. Heterosis arises from genetic interactions between the paternal and maternal alleles of the same loci (via dominance and overdominance) and/or different loci (via positive intergenic epistasis) ([@R4]). Genetic incompatibility similarly originates from allelic interactions at the same loci (via underdominance) and/or different loci (via negative intergenic epistasis). Here, overdominance refers to the scenario where the heterozygote at a locus is fitter than both homozygotes, whereas underdominance refers to the scenario where the heterozygote at a locus is less fit than both homozygotes. At any locus, if the paternal and maternal alleles differ, either both of them are derived from their common ancestral allele at their coalescence or only one of them is derived whereas the other is ancestral. In the hybrid, the number of genetic interactions between an ancestral allele from one parent and a derived allele from the other parent is expected to rise linearly with *D*, whereas the number of interactions between two derived alleles is expected to rise in proportion to *D*^2^. It can be shown that dominance most likely occurs between one ancestral allele and one derived allele, whereas the other interactions mentioned most likely occur between two derived alleles (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, the expected number of dominance interactions is proportional to *D*, while the expected numbers of overdominance, underdominance, positive intergenic epistasis, and negative intergenic epistasis are all proportional to *D*^2^. High-order interactions are ignored here because considering them substantially increases the complexity of the model and difficulty in model selection. Because the effect size of an interaction is expected to be independent of *D*, the joint effect of heterosis and genetic incompatibility should result in *F* = *aD* + *bD*^2^, where the first term reflects heterosis due to dominance while the second term reflects the combined effect of (i) heterosis arising from overdominance and positive intergenic epistasis and (ii) genetic incompatibility arising from underdominance and negative intergenic epistasis. If \|*aD*\| \>\> \|*bD*^2^\|, then *F* ≈ *aD*, which monotonically changes with *D*. If \|*aD*\| \<\< \|*bD*^2^\|, then *F* ≈ *bD*^2^, which also monotonically changes with positive *D*. Under the condition that *a* is positive, *b* is negative, and \|*aD*\| is comparable with \|*bD*^2^\|, *F* is a hump-shaped function of *D* and OMD = −0.5*a*/*b*.

On the basis of the above formulation, we considered three competing models: (I) *F* = *aD*, (II) *F* = *bD*^2^, and (III) *F* = *aD* + *bD*^2^, where *a* and *b* are model parameters to be estimated. Model I has only the linear term, meaning that *F* is entirely caused by dominance-based heterosis; model II has only the quadratic term, implying the absence of dominance-based heterosis; and model III contains both terms. We assess which model best explains a dataset by the coefficient of determination (*R*^2^). Because models I and II are both special cases of model III, we used likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) to examine whether the first two models can be statistically rejected in favor of model III.

Model III is favored in yeast
-----------------------------

We started by analyzing 231 crosses of the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* that included estimates of the maximum growth rates of all parents and hybrids in 11 different liquid media ([@R14]). We first studied the mean *F* from the 11 environments. *D* is measured by the number of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between parental genomes divided by the total number of nucleotide sites considered (see Materials and Methods).

Because *F* varies greatly among crosses of similar *D* as a result of different genetic interactions in different hybrids due to different parental genotypes, our theoretical models relate *D* with expected *F*. Note that binning crosses of similar *D* does not introduce statistical bias to parameter estimation and allows a robust model evaluation by avoiding disproportionally large influences from numerous hybrids of similar mating distances (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, we binned the hybrids using a window size of *D* = 10^−3^ and computed the average *F* and average *D* of all hybrids in each window. We used least-squares regression to fit the three models to the binned data, respectively ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Model III has an impressive *R*^2^ of 0.85, whereas the corresponding values are negative for the other two models ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), indicating that these models, assuming monotonic changes of *F* with *D*, perform even worse than the obviously incorrect null model that *F* is independent of *D*. Using weighted least-squares (WLS) regression (see Materials and Methods) also supports model III ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, LRT showed that model III fits the data significantly better than the other two models ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These results are robust to different window sizes including not binning the data (table S1). Under model III, a clear hump-shaped relationship is observed between the mean *F* and *D*. The estimated OMD = 4.5 × 10^−3^ ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with a 95% confidence interval of 4.2 × 10^−3^ to 4.9 × 10^−3^ (table S1). This OMD of 4.5 × 10^−3^ equals a genetic distance of 4.5 differences per 1000 nucleotides. To minimize the influence of potentially poorly measured growth rates of individual parental strains on the estimation of *F* of all crosses involving the parent, we performed a jackknife resampling of parental strains (by individually removing the 22 parental strains and all crosses involving the parental strain from the analysis), yielding OMD estimates between 4.27 × 10^−3^ and 4.85 × 10^−3^. *S. cerevisiae* has a genome-wide nucleotide diversity (π) of 4.3 × 10^−3^ and a maximal intraspecific genetic distance (*D*~max~) of 9.6 × 10^−3^ after the exclusion of reproductively isolated Chinese strains (see Materials and Methods). Hence, the estimated OMD is slightly greater than π but much smaller than *D*~max~.

![Hump-shaped relationship between mating distance (*D*) and hybrid performance (*F*) in the fungus *S. cerevisiae* across 11 environments (see Materials and Methods for details of the environments).\
(**A**) The *D*-*F* relationship when *F* is measured by the average maximum growth rate in 11 environments. The mean and SE of *F* are shown by black squares and associated error bars, respectively. The fitted *D*-*F* curves under different models are shown in different colors. Nucleotide diversity (π) and maximal intraspecific genetic distance observed (*D*~max~) are indicated by vertical dotted and dashed lines, respectively. Statistics of model fitting are provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. (**B**) Twice the difference in ln(likelihood) between model III and model I (orange) or II (green) under each environment. The larger the difference, the fitter model III is relative to the model being compared. The horizontal black dashed line shows statistical significance at the 5% level. The *x* axis lists environments. (**C**) Model fitting for the *D*-*F* relationship in each of the 11 environments. Color coding is the same as in (A). The higher the *R*^2^, the fitter the model is to the data. The horizontal black line indicates *R*^2^ = 0. (**D**) The estimated OMD in each environment. π and *D*~max~ are indicated by horizontal dotted and dashed lines, respectively. Note that the term OMD does not apply in the medium "Ben" (see the main text and fig. S1).](aau5518-F1){#F1}

###### Fitting of the three models to the *S. cerevisiae* data averaged across 11 environments.

  **Models**   ***R*^2^ (*R*^2^~WLS~)\***   **2Δln*L*^†^**   ***P*^‡^**     **OMD \[CI^§^\] (OMD~WLS~) (×10^−3^)**
  ------------ ---------------------------- ---------------- -------------- ----------------------------------------
  I            −0.65 (0.30)                 19.2             1.2 × 10^−5^   
  II           −2.40 (−0.39)                24.9             6.0 × 10^−7^   
  III          0.85 (0.95)                                                  4.5 \[4.2--4.9\] (4.6)

\*The coefficient of determination (*R*^2^) becomes negative when the fitted model performs worse than the mean of the variable. *R*^2^~WLS~ is the *R*^2^ under WLS regression in the weighted space.

†Twice the difference in ln(likelihood) between model III and the model being compared.

‡*P* values of LRTs are determined using chi-square tests with 1 df.

§95% confidence interval of the OMD.

When the data from different environments were separately analyzed, LRTs showed that model III significantly outperforms the other two models in 10 of the 11 environments (except for the NaCl environment; [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). *R*^2^ of model III is higher than those of the other models in all 11 environments, and *R*^2^ of model III is positive in 10 of the 11 environments (except for the Y35 medium; [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, in the benomyl (Ben) medium, the curve under model III is not hump shaped but is U shaped (fig. S1). Ben is a synthetic fungicide that targets microtubules ([@R14]). It is possible that Ben penalizes fast-growth strains more than slow-growth strains, resulting in a U-shaped curve. In the 10 environments (except for NaCl) where LRTs find model III significantly fitter than the other two models, OMD is in the range of 3.2 ×10^−3^ to 5.3 × 10^−3^ ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). All of these OMDs are lower than *D*~max~ and many are close to π.

To further verify the above results, we analyzed another yeast dataset ([@R17]), which included the measures of three growth traits (growth rate, negative lag time, and growth efficiency) in 56 environments from 28 crosses. Because the number of crosses is relatively small, we averaged *F* from all environments to minimize the estimation error of *F*. For each of the three traits, model III fits the data significantly better than the other two models (table S2), and the humped curve is apparent under model III (fig. S2). The OMDs for the three traits are 6.3 × 10^−3^, 4.4 × 10^−3^, and 5.4 × 10^−3^, respectively (table S2), between π and *D*~max~.

Recently, Bernardes *et al*. ([@R18]) studied heterosis in *Saccharomyces paradoxus*, the sister species of *S. cerevisiae*. Their data included the growth rates of hybrids relative to their two parents for 27 intraspecific crosses. These crosses form three separated groups in terms of mating distances: 0.006 to 0.0021 (13 crosses), 0.0112 to 0.0123 (7 crosses), and 0.0366 to 0.0380 (7 crosses). The group with intermediate mating distances shows the highest mean relative hybrid growth rate, suggesting the existence of an intraspecific OMD in *S. paradoxus*. However, the data are too sparse to allow reliably estimating OMD.

Model III is favored in *Arabidopsis*
-------------------------------------

To examine the generality of the hump-shaped relationship between *D* and expected *F*, we analyzed 200 crosses of the model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana* ([@R13]). We again estimated *D* by the number of SNPs per site in the *A. thaliana* genome (see Materials and Methods). Four fitness-related traits were measured for all parents and hybrids: shoot fresh weight, rosette diameter, leaf area, and leaf number at 14 days after sowing ([@R13]). We binned hybrids using a window size of *D* = 0.8 × 10^−3^. For each of the four traits, *R*^2^ is negative for models I and II but positive for model III ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Using WLS regression also supports model III ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, for each trait, LRTs showed that model III fits the data significantly better than the other two models ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and the fitted curve under model III is hump shaped ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results are robust to different window sizes including not binning the data (table S3). The OMDs for the four traits estimated under model III are within a narrow range of 5.2 × 10^−3^ to 6.2 × 10^−3^ ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which are close to *A. thaliana*'s π (5.4 × 10^−3^) but smaller than its *D*~max~ (8.5 × 10^−3^) (see Materials and Methods).

###### Fitting of the three models to the *A. thaliana* data.

  **Traits**         **Models**      ***R*^2^ (*R*^2^~WLS~)\***   **2Δln*L*^†^**   ***P*^‡^**                  **OMD \[CI^§^\] (OMD~WLS~) (×10^−3^)**
  ------------------ --------------- ---------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Shoot weight                                                                                                 
                     I               −4.15 (0.91)                 14.5             1.4 × 10^−4^                
  II                 −16.20 (0.69)   21.7                         3.1 × 10^−6^                                 
  III                0.54 (0.99)                                                   5.9 \[4.8--9.7\] (5.8)      
  Rosette diameter                                                                                             
                     I               −2.32 (0.89)                 10.7             1.1 × 10^−3^                
  II                 −7.38 (0.67)    16.2                         5.6 × 10^−5^                                 
  III                0.44 (0.98)                                                   5.2 \[4.7--7.5\] (5.5)      
  Leaf area                                                                                                    
                     I               −6.26 (0.88)                 17.8             2.4 × 10^−5^                
  II                 −19.50 (0.60)   24.1                         9.4 × 10^−7^                                 
  III                0.63 (1.00)                                                   5.3 \[4.7--7.1\] (5.5)      
  Leaf number                                                                                                  
                     I               −1.34 (0.96)                 8.1              4.5 × 10^−3^                
  II                 −6.50 (0.86)    15.1                         1.0 × 10^−4^                                 
  III                0.39 (0.99)                                                   6.2 \[−19.9--44.5\] (6.2)   

\*The coefficient of determination (*R*^2^) becomes negative when the fitted model performs worse than the mean of the variable. *R*^2^~WLS~ is the *R*^2^ under WLS regression in the weighted space.

†Twice the difference in ln(likelihood) between model III and the model being compared.

‡*P* values of LRTs are determined using chi-square tests with 1 df.

§95% confidence interval of the OMD.

![Hump-shaped relationship between mating distance (*D*) and hybrid performance (*F*) measured by (A) shoot fresh weight, (B) rosette diameter, (C) leaf area, and (D) leaf number in the plant *A. thaliana* at 14 days after sowing.\
The mean and SE of *F* are shown by black squares and associated error bars, respectively. The fitted *D*-*F* curves under different models are shown in different colors. Statistics of model fitting are provided in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Nucleotide diversity (π) and maximal intraspecific genetic distance observed (*D*~max~) are indicated by vertical dotted and dashed lines, respectively.](aau5518-F2){#F2}

Model III is favored in mouse
-----------------------------

We also expanded our analysis to animals by analyzing 28 crosses of the mouse *Mus musculus* ([@R19]). Two fitness-related traits, body weight and reproductive rate, were examined (see Materials and Methods). For each trait, model III fits the data significantly better than the other two models (table S4), and a humped curve is observed under model III (fig. S3). The OMDs for the two traits are 5.1 × 10^−3^ and 6.6 × 10^−3^, respectively (table S4), between π (3.3 × 10^−3^) and *D*~max~ (9.3 × 10^−3^) of the species (see Materials and Methods).

Statistical support for model III is robust
-------------------------------------------

In all three species, we found model III to be superior to the other two models by various statistical indices. To further examine whether model III is also an adequate model in explaining the data, we conducted a test of model heteroscedasticity. We focused on yeast and *Arabidopsis*, because the mouse data are too small to be statistically meaningful in this test. We found that the predicted *F* ($\hat{\mathit{F}_{\mathit{k}}}$, *k* refers to the *k*th data point) from model III is correlated with neither the regression residual $ɛ_{\mathit{k}} = \mathit{F}_{\mathit{k}} - \hat{\mathit{F}_{\mathit{k}}}$ (table S5) nor \| ɛ~*k*~\| (*P* \> 0.3), indicating that model III describes the relationship between *D* and *F* in the entire range of the data equally well and is not missing any trend in the data. By contrast, $\hat{\mathit{F}_{\mathit{k}}}$ predicted from the other two models is almost always significantly negatively correlated with ɛ~*k*~ (table S5), suggesting that these two models miss certain trends in the data.

We used fixed-intercept models in our analyses because the biology dictates that *F* should be 0 when *D* is 0. Notwithstanding, we found model III to be superior to the other two models in all three species even when the intercept is not fixed and the point of (*D* = 0, *F* = 0) is simply treated as a datum in the analysis (table S6). In other words, among the three modified models, *F* = *aD* + *c* (model I), *F* = *bD*^2^ + *c* (model II), and *F* = *aD* + *bD*^2^ + *c* (model III), model III is still best supported by the data.

We showed that *R*^2^ is generally much greater for model III than for the other two models. However, because model III has one more parameter than each of the other two models, their *R*^2^ values are not directly comparable. We therefore calculated *R*^2^ of *F* = *aD*^*b*^ (model IV) to allow directly comparing *R*^2^ between models III and IV. Note that, despite the elevated flexibility over models I and II, model IV still allows only a monotonic relation between *D* and *F*. In the yeast dataset ([@R14]), model IV has an *R*^2^ = 0.37, while model III has a much higher *R*^2^ of 0.85. Similarly, model III has a much higher *R*^2^ for all four traits (0.54, 0.44, 0.63, and 0.39) than model IV (0.15, 0.00, 0.01, and 0.19) in *Arabidopsis*. For mice, model III has *R*^2^ = 0.95 and 0.51 for body weight and reproductive rate, respectively, while model IV has *R*^2^ = 0.63 and 0.55, respectively. Therefore, except for the mouse reproductive rate, model III shows a much higher *R*^2^ than model IV. Hence, model III is generally superior to model IV.

DISCUSSION
==========

In summary, we detected the long anticipated hump-shaped relationship between *D* and *F* in each of the three model organisms examined, which represent three major eukaryotic lineages. Our finding is also robust to the specific trait, environment, and method of analysis. Our success has a number of contributing factors, the lack of which likely explains why a humped relationship was not previously observed. First, the range of *D* in the data should encompass the OMD; otherwise, the humped relationship is easily missed. Second, an accurate measure of *D*, ideally based on genome sequences, is necessary for detecting the hump. Third, the variance of *F* among crosses at a given *D* is usually large, requiring the use of many crosses to obtain reliable estimates. Fourth, crossing homozygotes simplifies the expectation and reduces the variance of *F*. Last but not least, having a mathematical model describing the theoretically expected relationship between *D* and *F* helps verify their relation. For instance, without such a model, authors of the original *Arabidopsis* study incorrectly concluded that *F* is independent of *D* on the basis of no significant linear correlation ([@R13]).

That model III surpasses the other models in explaining almost all datasets analyzed has several biological implications. First, it is currently unclear whether heterosis is caused by dominance, overdominance, or positive intergenic epistasis ([@R4]). While our results do not confirm or refute the roles of overdominance and positive intergenic epistasis, they firmly establish the general contribution of dominance, because *a*, the coefficient of the linear term in model III, is found to be positive in all three species examined. Second, *b*, the coefficient of the quadratic term, reflects the sum of the incompatibility effect and the heterotic effect other than dominance. Because *b* is found to be negative while the heterotic effect is, by definition, nonnegative, the incompatibility effect must be negative. This result, again found in all three species studied, echoes the finding in fruitflies ([@R20]) and tomatoes ([@R21]) that the number of incompatibilities between two genotypes increases in proportion to *D*^2^ and further demonstrates that fitness-related phenotypic effects of incompatibility also increase in proportion to *D*^2^. Third, while the fly and tomato studies used only interspecific crosses ([@R20], [@R21]), our crosses are all intraspecific. Hence, even within species, genetic incompatibility, which could be a result of genetic drift and/or local adaptation, not only exists ([@R22]) but also snowballs. Fourth, the net effect of heterosis and incompatibility on hybrid performance rises as *D* increases from 0 to the OMD, but retreats when *D* further increases, and is expected to eventually become negative when *D* exceeds twice the OMD. Because nonrandom mating and population structure is widespread in nature, the accumulation of genetic incompatibility within species could generate a selective pressure against interbreeding between distantly related conspecifics and initiate speciation. The importance of this process in nature may be tested by examining how often the OMD is below *D*~max~, because speciation could not be triggered by intraspecific incompatibilities if OMD \> *D*~max~. When OMD \< *D*~max~, as found in all three species examined, a low OMD may predict a high rate of speciation, and studying the incompatibilities between distantly related conspecifics may shed light on the genetic basis of incipient speciation. Note that the OMD can be recognized even if it exceeds *D*~max~ because relevant studies often include interspecific crosses ([@R12]). Note that several earlier studies examined plant optimal geographical distances in artificial outcrossing and found them to be extremely small (5 to 20 m) ([@R23]--[@R25]). This is probably because the plant performances were measured in local environments rather than in a common garden. Consequently, the performance differences may not be entirely genetic.

Our findings also have implications for animal and plant breeding. To boost the hybrid performance, one should not only take the advantage of heterosis but also minimize the negative impact of incompatibility. Hence, the best mating distance should be close to the estimated OMD rather than to *D*~max~, as one might think without considering the impact of intraspecific genetic incompatibility. Further, because we found that the OMDs of multiple fitness-related traits in a given species tend to be similar, using mating distances close to the OMD will likely optimize a suite of fitness-related traits. One potential reason for the similar OMDs of different traits is mutational pleiotropy ([@R26]). To explore this possibility, we correlated trait values among all strains in our data. In yeast, the average Pearson's *r* between growth rate in one environment and those in the other 10 environments ranges from 0.04 to 0.53. In *Arabidopsis*, Pearson's *r* between two traits among all strains ranges from 0.05 (insignificant) to 0.85 (significant). The correlation between mouse weight and reproductive rate is high in males (*r* = 0.81, *P* = 1.2 × 10^−10^) but moderate in females (*r* = 0.32, *P* = 0.012). Therefore, pleiotropy is probably one of several reasons for similar OMDs among traits.

In conservation biology, it is well appreciated that too small of a *D* is harmful due to inbreeding depression ([@R27]). Because all parents are homozygotes in the crosses analyzed here, both the observation of positive *F* and that of a rise in *F* with *D* when *D* \< OMD demonstrate inbreeding depression. Many studies showed that too large of a *D* can cause outbreeding depression and is also undesirable ([@R28]). Our results suggest that applying the OMD in managing conservation may be most effective. In all three species studied, the OMDs of most traits are similar to or greater than π but smaller than *D*~max~. This pattern, if further confirmed in additional lineages, suggests the general strategy of using mating distances slightly higher than π to minimize both inbreeding and outbreeding depressions when the OMD is unknown.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Genetic distance and phenotypic data
------------------------------------

The *S. cerevisiae* data were primarily acquired from two sources. Our analysis focused on the data of Plech *et al*. ([@R14]), which contained all 231 pairwise mating from 22 haploid parental strains. The range of genetic distance covered in Plech *et al*.'s data is larger than that in Zörgö *et al*.'s yeast data ([@R17]). Plech *et al*.'s data included maximum growth rates for the homozygous diploid parents and hybrids in 11 liquid media. They are YPD (nutrient rich with 2% glucose) at 30°C, Gal (nutrient rich with 2% galactose) at 30°C, YPG (nutrient rich with 3% glycerol) at 30°C, SD (synthetic medium with 2% glucose supplemented with uracil) at 30°C, Y20 (YPD at 20°C), Y35 (YPD at 35°C), and five YPD-based media at 30°C with additional chemicals indicated: Ben \[benomyl (40 μg/ml)\], DM (6% dimethyl sulfoxide), Na (2% NaCl), Sal (2% salicylate), and Zn \[ZnSO~4~ (0.5 mg/ml)\]. Mating distances were from Liti *et al*. ([@R29]), calculated from 235,127 SNPs. We did not use the distances from a more recent study that sequenced yeast genomes to a higher coverage, due to its underestimation of distances by including gaps and missing data in the genome size ([@R30]), but because Liti *et al*. did not calculate the genome-wide π and included fewer strains than the more recent study ([@R30]), we extrapolate π and *D*~max~ from the more recent study. Specifically, we regressed the distances between the two studies using all shared strains between them. On the basis of the linear regression (*r* = 0.99, *P* = 5.9 × 10^−200^), we converted π and *D*~max~ from the more recent study by dividing them by 0.69.

We also analyzed Zörgö *et al*.'s yeast data, which included 28 pairwise crosses among eight strains and measures of parent and hybrid phenotypes in growth rate, lag time, and yield in 56 environments ([@R17]). Note that because a greater lag time indicates a lower fitness, we used negative lag time as a fitness-related trait. We analyzed the mean *F* from all environments to increase the accuracy of *F* estimates because of the relatively small number of crosses performed.

We examined Bernardes *et al*.'s data from 27 crosses of *S. paradoxus* ([@R18]). The genetic distance and competitive fitness data were acquired from their table S1. We converted their logarithm of competitive fitness back to competitive fitness, but this conversion did not alter the result.

We acquired the *A. thaliana* phenotypic and genetic distance data from Yang *et al*. ([@R13]). There were 200 intraspecific hybrids generated by crossing 200 *A. thaliana* accessions with one common maternal accession. The hybrids and their parents were measured for four traits at 14 days after sowing: shoot fresh weight, rosette diameter, leaf area, and leaf number. The genomes of 191 parental accessions had been sequenced ([@R13]). In the original study ([@R13]), the genetic distance between parents was calculated by PLINK based on 722,000 SNPs. *A. thaliana* has a reference genome of \~116.8 Mb. Using genome sequences, we calculated that the genome-wide per nucleotide distance between Col-0 and the commonly used Ler-1 equals 5.4 × 10^−3^. Using this information allowed us to convert per SNP distance in the original study to per nucleotide distance for all pairs of accessions. We included all 191 hybrids with available per nucleotide genetic distances in our analysis. Genome-wide nucleotide diversity was estimated using the results of Nordborg *et al*. ([@R31]). *D*~max~ was calculated from the maximum distance of 10,000 random pairs of strains from the 1135 genome-sequenced strains provided by the 1001 *Arabidopsis* Genome Project. Sampling 20,000 random pairs of strains did not increase *D*~max~. All *Arabidopsis* whole-genome variant call format (VCF) files were downloaded from <http://1001genomes.org/data-center.html>.

The phenotypic data of *M. musculus* were acquired from Philip *et al*. ([@R19]). We used body weight and reproductive rate (first litter size divided by the time from first mating to first litter) as fitness-related traits ([@R32]). Because of the scarcity of data, we did not separate male and female hybrid animals in our analysis. We downloaded the whole-genome SNP data generated by Yalcin *et al*. ([@R33]) for the eight parental strains (<ftp://ftp-mouse.sanger.ac.uk/current_snps/strain_specific_vcfs/>) and estimated *D* by the number of SNPs per site between parental genomes. We used a window size of *D* = 10^−3^ to bin the crosses. Because the *D* values of the 28 crosses cluster into four small groups, using a smaller window size such as *D* = 0.5 × 10^−3^ does not give more useful bins. Mouse has a π of 3.3 × 10^−3^ ([@R34]), and we estimated that *D*~max~ = 9.3 × 10^−3^ using the genome sequences of the two most diverged subspecies of *M. musculus*, CAST/EiJ and PWK/PhJ ([@R35]).

Causes of heterosis and genetic incompatibility
-----------------------------------------------

Heterosis in F1 hybrids arises from genetic interactions between the paternal and maternal alleles of the same loci (via dominance and overdominance) and/or different loci (via positive intergenic epistasis) ([@R4]). Genetic incompatibility similarly originates from allelic interactions at the same loci (via underdominance) and/or different loci (via negative intergenic epistasis). At any locus, if the paternal and maternal alleles differ, then either both of them are derived from their common ancestral allele at their coalescence or only one of them is derived whereas the other is ancestral.

Because fitter alleles tend to be partially or completely dominant over less fit alleles ([@R36]), when homozygous individuals from different populations hybridize, dominance can cause the hybrid to outperform the average of the two parents and result in heterosis. Because the occurrence of heterosis by dominance requires a change from the ancestral state in only one parent, it should rise in proportion to mating distance *D*. Overdominance, underdominance, positive intergenic epistasis, and negative intergenic epistasis can obviously occur in the hybrid between two derived alleles that are respectively homozygous in the two parents. Should overdominance between an ancestral and a derived allele occur, the derived allele will likely stay in the heterozygous state in one population; hence, heterosis is unlikely to occur upon hybridization. Similarly, should positive intergenic epistasis exist between an ancestral and a derived allele, this positive effect is already seen in one parent and thus is not heterotic. Should underdominance or negative intergenic epistasis occur between an ancestral and a derived allele, the derived allele will likely be selectively removed from the population and therefore is unlikely to contribute to genetic incompatibility between the two parents. Therefore, the effects from overdominance, underdominance, positive intergenic epistasis, and negative intergenic epistasis should most likely increase in proportion to *D*^2^.

Parameter estimation
--------------------

All calculations were performed using MATLAB. The coefficient of determination (*R*^2^) used here is defined as *R*^2^ = 1 − $\frac{\sum{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}} - \hat{\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}}})}^{2}}{\sum{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}} - \overline{\mathit{y}})}^{2}}$, where *y*~*k*~ is the *k*th observation of the variable *Y*, $\hat{\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}}}$ is the corresponding prediction by a model, and $\overline{\mathit{y}}$ is the overall mean of *Y*. This definition of *R*^2^ is the most commonly used, recommended even for non-intercept models ([@R37]). It gives the intuitive interpretation across a wide variety of contexts in terms of the proportion of total variation of *Y* (around its mean $\overline{\mathit{y}}$) that is explained by the fitted model ([@R37]). Note that *R*^2^ becomes negative when the fitted model is worse than the mean of *Y* in explaining the variation of *Y*. We used the function "lsqcurvefit" to perform least-squares estimations of model parameters. We then used the estimated parameters to compute *R*^2^ and conduct LRTs. Twice the difference in ln(likelihood) between model III and model I (or II), or 2Δln*L*, equals *N*ln(SSE~I\ or\ II~/SSE~III~), where *N* is the number of (binned) data points in the regression and the sum of squared errors of prediction SSE = $\sum_{\mathit{k} = 1}^{\mathit{N}}{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}} - \hat{\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}}})}^{2}$. The above formula of 2Δln*L* is derived as follows. The likelihood of the linear regression model between the independent variable *X* and dependent variable *Y* is *L*(β, σ^2^, *Y*, *X*) = (2πσ^2^)^−*N*/2^exp\[$\frac{- 1}{2\sigma^{2}}\sum_{\mathit{k} = 1}^{\mathit{N}}{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}}{- \beta\mathit{x}}_{\mathit{k}})}^{2}$\], where β is the vector of parameters in the model and errors follow a Gaussian distribution with the mean = 0 and variance = σ^2^. Hence, ln*L*(β, σ^2^, *Y*, *X*) = $- \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}(2\pi) - \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}(\sigma^{2}) - \frac{1}{2\sigma^{2}}\sum_{\mathit{k} = 1}^{\mathit{N}}{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}}{- \beta\mathit{x}}_{\mathit{k}})}^{2}$. It can be shown that ln*L*(β, σ^2^, *Y*, *X*) reaches the maximum when σ^2^ = $\hat{\sigma^{2}} = \frac{1}{\mathit{N}}\sum_{\mathit{k} = 1}^{\mathit{N}}{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}} - \hat{\beta}\mathit{x}_{\mathit{k}})}^{2}$, where $\hat{\beta}$ is the maximum likelihood estimate of β. The maximized ln*L*(β, σ^2^, *Y*, *X*) equals $- \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}(2\pi) + \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}\mathit{N} - \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}\sum_{\mathit{k} = 1}^{\mathit{N}}{(\mathit{y}_{\mathit{k}} - \hat{\beta}\mathit{x}_{\mathit{k}})}^{2} - \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}$ = $- \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}(2\pi) + \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}\mathit{N} - \frac{\mathit{N}}{2} - \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\text{ln}(\text{SSE})$. For a given dataset, the first three terms in the above formula are constant and are cancelled out when two models are compared. Hence, 2Δln*L* between model III and model I (or II) is *N*lnSSE~I\ or\ II~ − *N*lnSSE~III~ = *N*ln(SSE~I\ or\ II~/SSE~III~). *P* values of LRTs are determined by chi-square tests with 1 df using the MATLAB-embedded function "chi2cdf." We computed the OMD in model III to be −0.5*a*/*b*, where *a* and *b* are parameters of the model estimated using least-squares regression. The confidence interval of OMD was estimated by a bootstrap method. Specifically, we randomly sampled from all crosses with replacement the same number of crosses as in the original data and then estimated the OMD from the sampled crosses. We repeated this process 1000 times to acquire the 95% confidence interval of the OMD. In our model fitting, mean *D* of a bin is the independent variable, whereas mean *F* of a bin is the dependent variable.

We also performed WLS regression using 1/SE^2^ as the weight, where SE is the standard error of the mean *F* of a bin; that is, bins with larger estimation errors of mean *F* carry lower weights in model fitting. We computed *R*^2^ from the WLS regression in the weighted space (*R*^2^~WLS~) \[eq. 4 in Willett and Singer ([@R38])\] and the corresponding optimal mating distance (OMD~WLS~).

Although better parent heterosis (BPH) ([@R17]), which describes the phenotypic difference between the hybrid and the better parent, is also commonly used to study heterosis, there is no clear theoretical relationship between *D* and BPH. Hence, we focused on *F*, which is also known as the heterosis coefficient ([@R17]). Throughout this study, we examined the impact of the genetic distance between two individuals on the performance of their offspring (i.e., F1) and identified the OMD, because of the availability of F1 phenotypes in large numbers of crosses. In theory, it is also possible to study the impact of the genetic distance between two individuals on the performance of their grandchildren (i.e., F2 generated by random mating among F1 individuals) ([@R15]). OMD for F2 is presumably smaller than that for F1, because recessive genetic incompatibilities masked in F1 may be exposed in F2. It will be interesting to test this prediction when F2 phenotypes from large numbers of crosses become available.
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Fig. S1. Hump-shaped relationship between *S. cerevisiae* mating distance (*D*) and hybrid performance (*F*) measured by maximum growth rate in the Ben medium.

Fig. S2. Hump-shaped relationship between *S. cerevisiae* mating distance (*D*) and hybrid performance (*F*) in (**A**) maximum growth rate, (**B**) negative lag time, and (**C**) proliferative efficiency averaged across 56 environments.

Fig. S3. Hump-shaped relationship between *M. musculus* mating distance (*D*) and hybrid performance (*F*) in (**A**) body weight and (**B**) reproductive rate.

Table S1. Fitting of the three models to the *S. cerevisiae* data (averaged across 11 environments) using alternative window sizes.

Table S2. Fitting of the three models to Zörgö *et al*.'s yeast data

Table S3. Fitting of the three models to the *A. thaliana* data using alternative window sizes.

Table S4. Fitting of the three models to the *M. musculus* data.

Table S5. Test of heteroscedasticity of the three models in *S. cerevisiae* and *A. thaliana*.

Table S6. Model fitting without a fixed intercept.
